Abstract The rapid growth of digital video content in recent years has imposed the need for the development of technologies with the capability to produce condensed but semantically rich versions of original input video. Consequently, the topic of Video Summarisation is becoming increasingly popular in the multimedia community and numerous video abstraction approaches have been proposed. Creating personalised video summaries remains a challenge, though. Accordingly, in this paper we propose a methodology for generating user-tailored video abstracts. First, video frames are scored by a group of video experts (operators) according to audio, visual and textual content of the video. Later, SIFT visual features are adopted in our proposed approach to identify the video scenes' semantic categories. Fusing this retrieved data with pre-built users' profiles will provide a metric to update the previously averaged saliency scores assigned by video experts to each frame in accordance to users' priorities. In the next stage, the initial averaged scores of the frames are updated based on the end-users' generated profiles. Eventually, the highest scored video frames alongside the auditory and textual content are inserted into final digest Experimental results showed the effectiveness of this method in delivering superior outcomes comparing to our previously recommended algorithm and the three other automatic summarisation techniques.
Introduction
technologies. The rapid development of cheap storage media, advanced compression methods, higher quality and faster output devices are just a group of other influential factors that have played major roles in accelerating this growth. This has accordingly led to the arrival of multiple multimedia applications which have affected the users' level of demands. Furthermore, viewers are facing an enormous collection of multimedia information that is extremely difficult to manage and extract the required content from. As a result, researchers have been inspired to explore the potential techniques to store, browse and retrieve different multimedia content such as audio, images and videos in the most efficient and profitable ways. Thus, this has imposed the need for the development of mechanisms with the capability to reflect the most visually, auditory and semantically valuable multimedia content in more compact and efficient forms. This can be simply justified in regards to the great amount of time and cost that will be saved in the presence of such techniques. Considering digital video as the most pertinent media content, a significant amount of research has been devoted to the Video Summarisation topic. In a nutshell, this entails the production of condensed versions of full length videos through the identification and extraction of the most admissible content of an input stream.
The general topic of summarisation or abstraction has been under investigation for quite some time since the arrival of Information Retrieval theory. In the mentioned field, the textual documents have to be analysed in order to extract the essential segments that represent the entire document concisely at an acceptable level. This can be mapped into the context of video summarisation by considering the original video as the entire text document, which should be assessed in order to retrieve the most imperative partitions. However, the abstraction of video can be considered as a more complicated task due to its multimodal nature. In fact, digital videos are usually composed of a number of different media including audio, image and text that should be considered simultaneously for most of the content retrieval and summarisation objectives. This can be articulated to the fact that each of these mentioned media can be regarded as an important information resource with potentially valuable data which can determine the content of any eventual video digest. Moreover, the final outcome can be integrated into other video processing-related applications such as interactive multimedia browsing and searching systems, which further highlights the importance of effective video summaries. In fact, video summarisation is the process of extracting the most valuable aural, visual and textual content of an input video in order to provide end-users with shorter but semantically rich versions of the original stream. Generally, video summaries are categorised into two groups, namely, static video abstracts and dynamic video skims, based on the nature of extracted content. The highest quality representative frames solely form the content of the first type, while retrieving the highlights from the original sequence is the basis for producing dynamic video digests. An extended discussion in this regard will be provided in the next section.
The algorithms that are being employed for these purposes can be categorised into two major groups of automatic and semi-automatic in accordance with the required level of human involvement in the abstraction task. Abstraction methods can also be classified based on the modalities that they adopt for the analysis and obtaining the valuable video segments. Furthermore, domain dependency can be considered as another determining factor in grouping the video summarisation techniques.
The concept of personalization has been vastly adopted in different areas of computer science during recent years [15, 31] . This can be substantially articulated to the businesses' demands in capturing and fulfilling their customers' expectations in order to gain an edge in competitive markets. In general, personalisation can be defined as the procedure of customising the output data in respect of the audiences' priorities and inclinations in order to meet their requirements. Interactive video systems, e-commerce websites and search engines are just some examples of the fields that integrate personalisation modules. Personalisation in the context of multimedia can be defined as the attempt to tailor and output the content in accordance with the viewers' perceived requirements and interests towards different multimedia content. This theory will be analysed in more detail in the following section. One of the emerging topics in multimedia that has received a great amount of attention by researchers in recent years has been personalised video summarisation. This concept was formed by fusion of the two earlier discussed research fields. The primary objective in producing personalised video abstracts is to address the end-users' priorities in extracting the most important video segments. Similar to any other multimedia tool with a personalisation component, there should be a mechanism in place to understand the viewers' preferences and expectations. These retrieved data should be further incorporated into a summarisation module in order to produce satisfactory results. In the next section some of the related works are discussed, while section 3 describes our novel proposed approach for abstracting the videos. Sections 4 and 5 will respectively explain the adopted experimental procedure and detail the drawn conclusions from this work.
Related work
As a result of advanced audio-visual capturing tools, developing effective techniques to generate static and dynamic video skims is becoming increasingly popular [11, 30, 32] . In order to produce perfect summaries, some content-based summarisation approaches have been suggested to extract semantics of the video [38] . However, understanding the semantic content of the video in an acceptable rate is still beyond the capabilities of today's intelligent systems. Therefore, most of the current methods rely on low-level feature extraction [28] , including colour histogram, edge histograms, textual and aural features [13] .
Sequential clustering algorithms [23] , dynamic programming techniques like MINMAX and Iso-content [9, 18] and motion patterns [24] are among the approaches that have been employed alongside low-level feature extraction methods for video abstraction purposes.
In an automatic graph-based method [30] , colour features and texture analysis were the basis for generation of static video abstracts. After pre-sampling the video frames to one frame per second, the shots boundaries were detected according to the consecutive frames' pairwise distances. As a result, the HSV colour histogram of each frame was computed for this purpose. In the next stage, shots with the size of one frame were eliminated as potential noise, while for the remaining shots the second frame was selected as the representative keyframe. Thereafter, the Discrete Haar Wavelet Transform was applied to the reduced HSV colour space of each representative keyframe to retrieve the texture features. Next, a reverse nearest neighbour graph was built utilising the Bhattacharya distance between the extracted features of the frames. Finally, all the frames that are mutually reachable were portioned into a video cluster and the initial frame of each cluster was chosen as delegate for that video segment. However, these clustering-based summarisation methods are not capable of understating the semantics of videos, as they cluster the frames solely based on their low-level visual features. As a result, there is a high possibility for this type of algorithms to accumulate semantically irrelevant frames into a single group due to their visually similarities.
In a novel technique, the Bag-of-Importance model alongside Locality-Constrained linear Coding (LLC) was adopted for static video summarisation [29] . In the first step, the LLC method was applied to convert the raw visual local descriptors into anchor points in the transformed space. So, the similarity of the features could be computed simply by comparing their transformed codes. Later, the contribution level of each individual feature is assessed in the context of the video content and an individual frame. In fact, the importance of each weight could be computed from its distribution among all the features. Therefore, a video could be represented as the Bag-of-Importance which explains the relative frequency of transformed features over the entire corpus. Thereafter, the representative score of each frame is produced by aggregating the grades of important code-words for all the extracted interest points. Following the filtration of the most frequent terms (stop-words), a representative curve along the frames is built and the local maxima points are chosen as the final static summary.
In another recent work [31] , the video summarisation problem was viewed as a sparse reconstruction problem in which all the existing frames in the original video could be recreated from a subset of them chosen as the keyframes. As a result, a L 2;0 norm based sparse dictionary selection model was adopted to identify the representative frames. Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (SOMP as a typical Greedy Algorithm) [40] was applied to solve the L 2;0 norm model. According to a similar work [26] , a dissimilarity-based sparse modelling method was suggested for generation of static summaries of user generated videos. In this work, smart device sensor data was utilised instead of frames visual features. Further, in a more recent attempt [27] , the collaborative sparse coding method alongside information captured by the accelerometer sensors embedded in smart phones were retrieved to enhance the performance by constricting the effects of the outliers. The larger the acceleration of smart phones, the smaller weight values were assigned to the corresponding frames. In spite of some noticeable results, these techniques rely solely on the low-level features of the video sequence without considering the semantics of the input content.
In a resource-allocation-based framework, playback speed and perceptual comfort have been the key elements for generation of personalised summaries [5] . First, a shot-boundary detector divided the original video into short clips, followed by grouping these identified clips into video segments. Later, a number of candidate sub-summaries were generated for each segment by assigning different combinations of playback speeds (from a set of discrete options) to each of a set of contributing clips. The benefit for each sub-summary was computed by calculation of the base benefits of the corresponding clips and extra gain through satisfying specific preferences (inclusion of the user's favourite object, time duration and story continuity). Information regarding the still content of the scenes (to evaluate the relevance of video clip) and information associated with scene activities (to assess visual comfort) were adopted to determine the base benefit for each clip. Finally, the duration resource was allocated between available sub-summaries using Lagrangian relaxation and Convex-hull optimisation methods.
In another related attempt, web-images were utilised to facilitate the process of selecting the most informative frames from user-generated videos [25] . In the first stage, web-images related to each object class were clustered into 100 canonical viewpoints by K-means clustering and their decision boundaries were learned using a multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) over multiple iterations. Later, additional examples to each identified viewpoint were assigned from the collection of training video frames by applying the same procedure. Thereafter, for a given test video, each frame was assigned to one of the subclasses using the learned classifiers and an average decision score of the positive examples was calculated to rank the subclasses.
Finally, to generate a summary with a length of K, the K frames from the original video that are closest to centroids of the top K ranked subclasses were chosen. This algorithm managed to achieve some impressive results although its performance is tightly linked to the availability of a comprehensive collection of training images.
In another SVM-based technique, a video from a known category is first temporally segmented into a number of semantically-consistent partitions in accordance to general change points. Then, an SVM classifier is adopted to assign importance scores to each segment. The resulting video assembles the sequence of segments with the highest scores. The obtained video summary is therefore both short and highly informative [37] .
In a novel technique [44] , video summaries of different genres were generated according to affective content analysis. In the first stage, the important and discriminative audio-visual affective features were chosen. It was followed by mapping the effective features into corresponding affective states in an improved categorical emotion space using hidden conditional random fields (HCRFs). Eventually, the affective curves, describing the types and intensities of emotions were generated. Through adopting the curves and correlating affective visualization methods, the most affective shots were chosen and concatenated in order to build an affective video presentation with a flexible and changeable type and length.
The texture and colour features have been the basis for still image abstraction in another recent work [4] . After sub-sampling an input video into one frame per second, the colourhomogenous frames (with standard deviation below a threshold) that are mainly uninformative were discarded. The local texture information for each available block in the remaining frames was retrieved by applying the 2D discrete cosine transform. Later, a dictionary of texture features was trained by applying a k-means clustering algorithm on a set of training images. Therefore, a multi-dimensional histogram representing the relative frequency of each participating local texture feature per frame could be generated. After clustering the frames according to their fused texture and HSV colour (hue component) histograms, the closest frames to the cluster centroids were selected as the representative keyframes. Finally, visually similar frames (comparing the Euclidean difference of all keyframes pairwise) were filtered out. However, summarising the videos adopting only texture and colour features is not capable of extracting semantically significant content of the videos.
Since the previously mentioned methods are highly tied to low-level visual features of videos, they are unlikely to fully reflect the semantic content of the videos. Thus, a different research strand involves other modalities in the summarisation process as a potential information source. Accordingly, Bhatt in [3] adopted auditory features solely in an attempt to generate dynamic video skims. After portioning the input audio into one second segments and removing DC component from all partitions, each section was further divided into frames with the length of 320 audio samples (20 msecs). Later, each segment was initially tested for silence or environmental noise, speech, music, and music with speech. Primarily, silence regions detection was carried out by measuring short time energy of each segment through aggregating the sum of squares of the signal samples. Segments with short time energy below a predefined threshold were identified as silent segments. Further, non-silent partitions were tested for environmental noise using short time entropy and the modified autocorrelation peak values. Non-environmental-noise audio segments were further assessed for detection of speech only versus non-speech (further to music only and music with speech) sounds using a number of auditory features including low short time energy ratio, Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) and variance of log energy. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Fuzzy decision trees were adopted for training purposes. Finally, based on the identified category for each audio segment, video abstracts in accordance to that particular video genre were generated. However, the proposed algorithm can potentially fail to include many of the visually and semantically rich video content into the final summary due to silence of its corresponding video segment.
In a text-based approach, sport video events are detected by analysing and alignment of webcast text and broadcast video [42] . After filtering out the stop words and names of players, a probabilistic latent semantic analysis is applied to cluster the webcast text into different categories. Later, words with the highest number of occurrence in each category are chosen as keywords to represent the event types. Sentences containing these keywords are text events. In order to synchronise the webcast text and corresponding event in the video, a conditional random field model algorithm is employed to detect the start and end boundary of the event. However, the proposed algorithm can only function in the presence of webcast data.
As opposed to most of the summarisation methods which operate in an offline manner, only a limited number of studies have explored the topic of online video summarisation. This is a result of difficulties in producing summaries in real-time based on impartial information. In a proposed method which is based on both exploiting visual features extracted from the video stream and on using a simple and fast algorithm, the video summaries are generated in a compressed domain, with the help of user interaction [1] .
On the other hand, in semi-automatic video summarisation approaches, human intervention is necessary at some stage. This will potentially result in bridging the semantic gap between the low-level features and the human's perceived responses [15] . Thus, the probability of generating semantically stronger video abstracts will be boosted. Accordingly, in the Click2SMRY framework, crowdsourcing was adopted as the basis for video summarisation [41] . Here, each video was partitioned into equally-sized sub-segments (5 s each) and thereafter video workers were asked to identify potential video highlights by holding the SPACE key on the keyboard while they were watching the original videos. Therefore, each click was assigned to one corresponding sub-segment. Finally, based on the required length of summary, a number of these sub-segments with the highest selection rates by different workers, was extracted to be inserted into the final summary. However, segmentation of a video shot solely based on the time element can increase the possibility of generating false results. This is due to the inability of this method to address the dramatic change in the visual and semantic content within each sub-segment.
In another related work [35] a video is initially partitioned into shots and a similarity graph produced where the weights of the edges connecting the shots reflect the visual similarity and temporal distance of constituting frames. Later, a normalised cut algorithm is used recursively to decompose these shots into sub-graphs (clusters). As a result, the scene boundaries are determined by segmenting a graph into sub-graphs, each correlating to a scene. Omitting the edges along the shortest path (using Dijkstra's algorithm) from the cluster containing the first shot in a video to the cluster that contains its last shot, these sub-graphs could be identified. In the next phase, the motion attention mode is employed to measure the attention level of users when watching the videos. The prior probability and attention value for each cluster is computed to define the quality of the scenes.
In a very recent study, the two fields of brain imaging and visual attention modelling were utilised to produce semantically rich video abstracts [15] . Accordingly, the Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI) technique was adopted to identify and monitor the main brain areas involved in visual information perception and cognition called Regions of Interests (RoIs). Then, the attentional engagement of brain to different video content stimuli for generation of benchmark attention curve was measured (using a spectral graph representing RoIs interactions). As a result, an fMRI-driven visual attention model with the capability to optimise the low-level features combination under the supervision of a smaller training FMRI data was presented. The optimised attentional model could increase the correlations between the low-level visual features and brain responses. Once the FMRI-driven attention model was learned at the training stage, the identified patterns could be generalised for summarising any new input video at the application stage.
Personalisation has been an area of research interest in the computer science community during recent years. Capturing the user's interests and modifying the output in a way that meets the user's requirements in the best possible way is the main objective of personalisation systems -and it seems natural that they should be applied to video summarisation systems, so that these might avoid providing a one-size-fits-all users solution. Accordingly, a personalised video summarisation system is then designed to generate a shorter version of a video based on the user's preferences and interests, while maintaining the significant semantic content of the original video stream [39] . Generating useful metadata, extracting the most valuable user preferences and applying them to generate video abstracts to address the users' needs should be regarded as an important research area. Furthermore, exploiting appropriate summarisation techniques, which can produce effective summaries based on the learned user's profiles, is another challenging research topic.
In one study [19] , shot boundaries were detected using colour histograms and a set of keyframes were chosen based on proximity to the average colour histogram for its corresponding shot. The video was segmented into stories by applying a Semantic Latent Dirichlet Allocation approach to the text stream of the video. In the next step, named entities in the transcripts are chosen as the representatives of the story content using OpenCalais (a toolkit to distinguish the semantic category of a text). Afterwards, these identified entities were put into their context in Linked Open Data Cloud (SKOS) data models so their semantic categories were elaborated. The user's interactions with the interface could then assist the system to identify the topics of interests. Performing user profiling, a user's categories and subcategories of interests can accordingly be recognised. The main downside of the above system is that the quality of the video abstract is highly dependent on the availability of knowledge in the SKOS database regarding the various concepts.
In another study employing MPEG-7 metadata, user profiling alongside a supervised learning algorithm were the basis for generation of the personalised content. In the first stage, a video operator annotated the equally segmented video segments with a number of high-level semantic features. Learning the user's preferences was carried out in two stages of training and classification. During the training phase, users were asked to watch the videos and label the interesting events. The high-level features belonging to that specific time window were extracted to produce a training set for a particular user. The training set was then utilised by a supervised learning algorithm to train a binary classifier that could detect the highlight preferences for a specific user. This learned classifier was applied to any new input video during the classification stage to classify each video segment to a relevant or irrelevant group for a specific user [22] .
In a proposed method to generate the personalised summaries of a life-log video in an office environment, the input videos from multiple views were segmented into a single event sequence. The users had to input their degrees of interest in each event, person and objects to assist the system in retrieving the target video. Therefore, the optimal event sequence was constructed accordingly by selection of the best candidate views. Subsequently, summaries of the event sequence were generated by considering the user-entered degrees of interests into contributing elements. The domain knowledge of the existing elements in the office environment and rules obtained from questionnaires were used to facilitate view selection. A fuzzy rule-based system to approximate the human decision-making process was applied for summary production purposes [36] .
In related work, human physiological responses such as respiration rate and blood volume pulse were monitored in order to measure changes in the user's affective state. Video segments, which elicit significant physiological responses in the users, are more likely to be interesting to a specific user and to be therefore included in the summary. The temporal location of the corresponding video segment could then be identified in order to produce personalised affective video abstracts [34] . However, external factors such as distraction can affect the outcomes negatively.
In another attempt [17] , human face features were adopted for identifying the keyframes and generation of personalised movie abstracts. In the initial phase, the shot boundaries were detected using the Mutual Information model. In the next step, face detection was carried out on all existing frames using Successive Mean Quantization Transform (SMQT) features and a Sparse Network of Windows classifier. As a result, a set of face and non-face sample images was adopted for SMQT feature extraction and training the system. Subsequently, for any input video, the existing faces were detected adopting the retrieved features and the previously trained model. For personalisation purposes, the end-users were provided with a list of detected faces to select their favourite ones. Furthermore, a face recognition algorithm for identifying the matching faces from the identified collection using eigenfaces was adopted. Finally, the shots containing the users' selected faces were included into final digest. However, the effectiveness of this algorithm is bound to limited video categories.
In our previous work, we generated video summaries for different video categories using the average saliency scores assigned to each video frame by a number of video operators [6] . The frames with the highest scores were selected for summary generation. Subsequently, we included personalisation modules into our work, by explicitly incorporating in the summarisation process end-users' interest levels in respect of constituent video scenes [7, 8] . In another attempt, we categorised the relevance of each video scene into a number of highlevel concepts adopting the IBM scene classification tool and consequently attempted to generate video summaries based on the users measured level of interests in those concepts [12] .
In a semi-automatic, manifold embedding based approach [14] , human subjects were asked to choose their preferred keyframes in an input video sequence so as to overcome the barriers against detection of semantically rich video frames. Then, the visual summaries were constructed based on the inter-frame visual similarity to the pre-selected keyframes. Firstly, a graph based visual saliency algorithm [16] was used to assign a weight for each pixel within a frame. Next, the bidirectional similarity between all pairs of frames within a same fixed time window was calculated. The figures were generated by measuring the Sum Squared Distance of two patches and their saliency weights. Later, the distance matrix was projected into the Euclidean space using a manifold learning technique. Thereafter, each frame was assigned a weight based on the features in the embedded manifold and the user's chosen keyframes. Lastly, the -segments were identified by agglomerative clustering followed by the application of a 0-1 knapsack algorithm to the generated clusters.
To summarise, most fully automatic techniques rely solely on low-level visual, textual and aural characteristics. As a result, some negative factors such as the inability to understand the semantics of videos, domain dependency and noise sensitivity can potentially deteriorate the final outcome. On the other hand, involvement of human factors in semi-automatic methods can potentially reduce the negative effects of the mentioned drawbacks; however, other associated issues such as users' subjectivity or distraction can diminish the quality of generated summaries. In addition, this category of techniques usually requires a high-level of direct user involvement, which makes them costly to implement. These shortcomings motivate our approach towards video abstraction, which we now proceed to detail.
Proposed video abstraction approach
In this section, we propose a new personalised video summarisation technique with the ability to function based on users' pre-built profiles. The overall framework for our proposed technique is depicted in Fig. 1 . This approach is composed of three major phases which are now described in detail. The scoring mechanism and keyframe selection process is based on the methodologies which were proposed in our previous work [6] [7] [8] . However, in our current work, a novel approach for generating the personalised summaries will be presented. In this work, we use the term Concept to describe a collection of images with a high-level of visual and semantic similarities while any number of related Concepts will construct a semantic Group. In addition, a group of images in each Concept which their visual resemblance based on their RGB color histograms are similar will form a Subcategory. It should also be reminded that we have used the word Concept and Category interchangeably.
Video enrichment
In this phase, video frames will be scored by operators and a representative keyframe will be chosen for each scene.
Scenes boundary detection
AVcutty [20] , as a typical scene boundary detection tool, has been adopted to determine the timestamps for each contributing scene. It should be reminded that each scene in the context of a complete video plays the same role as a paragraph in a whole text. Therefore, there should be a semantic and visual correlation and cohesion between the constituting frames of a particular scene. The mentioned tool utilises the colour and motion features of the video frames for scene change detection purposes. The required minimum time length for each scene will be set to three seconds. Thus, any identified video scene with shorter length will be added to the next scene. This facilitates scoring and annotating of the original video by reducing the number of unnecessary pauses during the enrichment process, which is defined in the next section.
Video scenes scoring
In this stage, the video experts interactively score video frames 'on the fly' in a 0-10 range using the slider tool, as previously proposed in our earlier work [6] . Accordingly, a group of short videos from different categories are presented to different operators (experts). In the first instance, the operators watch the videos with the sole purpose of familiarising themselves with the subject matter and do not score them. In the next step, the same individuals are asked to score those videos whilst watching them. The operators score the video frames based on their personal interests and the perceived significance of the content they were watching. Figure 2 shows the interface of the scoring process of the video frames.
This group was also advised to consider the different available modalities (audio, visual and textual) for scoring purposes. Therefore, per each N available frames in the original video there will be N assigned scores between 0 and 10 per each operator. Thus, the most satisfying frames will be scored with 10 and the least important sections are graded 0. FrameScore NM represents the value allocated to the N th frame of the video by the M th scorer. In the next step, the scores generated by all operators for all frames are averaged and a single value is computed for each sole frame inside the original video. This represents the overall perceived quality of that particular frame across all M operators. AvgFrame N is therefore computed as: 
The averaging process is thus employed to smooth the frame scores towards a less biased result by reducing the effect of dramatic differences in assigned scores to a particular frame.
Scenes keyframes selection
During the scene scoring stage, the annotators (experts) are also presented with a set of three candidate keyframes at the end of each scene based on our recommended method in [6, 7] . The video experts are asked to elect the frame that they personally perceive as having the highest quality to represent and summarise the semantic and visual content of that scene. For extraction of these three nominated keyframes, each video scene has to be fragmented into three temporally equal shots in the first place; each shot will be represented by a keyframe (to improve the coverage rate of any visual content changes in whole scene). In order to select a keyframe for each of these three identified video shots, two criteria should be considered. First, the frame has the highest assigned score between all the existing frames of that shot. Second, the candidate frame is temporally located in the middle of each shot. Therefore, between all the previously highest scored frames of each shot, the frame which is temporally closer to the centre of that shot will be introduced as a potential keyframe for that video shot (to increase the likelihood of extracting visually significant and stable frames). These three nominee frames from each scene are then compared against each other from two different perspectives. First, their visual content attractiveness and richness should be considered. Second, their capabilities to reflect the semantic concepts of the corresponding video scene have to be taken into account. Finally, for each scene, the candidate frame that has the highest selection rate awarded by the different annotators (video experts) will be selected as the representative keyframe. In Fig. 3 , the graphical interface that will be used by the video scorers for keyframes extraction is illustrated.
Personalisation
In this segment, a novel mechanism for incorporation of the viewers' preferences in summary generation is proposed. In the first step, the relevancy level of each video scene to a group of pre-defined high-level visual concepts is measured. In addition, the end-users' priorities and preferences into any of those concepts can be directly extracted. Combining these two sets of data assists in determining a particular end-user level of interest into a specific video scene. The 5-step personalisation procedure is explained in the next subsections. Accordingly, we first begin by detailing the algorithm and training images that are adopted for determination of semantic concepts correlation in regards to each keyframe.
Clustering training images
117,743 images of the Image-net [21] are adopted as a training collection to perform high-level visual category detection task. This large-scale database is specifically designed as a resource for researchers in multimedia content browsing and retrieving fields. In this collection, an average of 1000 quality-controlled photos for each meaningful concept (described by multiple words belonging to a common Bsynonym set^) is provided from numerous angles. In context of our work, these images are categorised into seven major groups and a total of 103 high-level semantic concepts (Table 1) . In order to facilitate the process of concept detection, the images belonging to each category are clustered into 10 sub-categories based on their visual Fig. 3 Interface for keyframe selection for scenes similarities. The similarity metric that is adopted for this purpose is their colour histograms in RGB space. As a result, the K-mean clustering algorithm is adopted to cluster the photos inside each category based on their retrieved RGB color histograms. Finally, the list of corresponding clusters for each training image alongside the set of cluster centroids is generated for each category.
Scenes conceptual category relevancy
The diagram for measuring the relevancy score of each video scene is illustrated in Fig. 4 . At this stage, the dependency level of each detected video scene to each of those 103 visual categories is measured and expressed in the form of a 103-length vector. Firstly, each video scene is associated with a keyframe that has the highest potential to represent that particular video segment visually and semantically. Therefore, in accordance to the procedure explained in the section 3.1.1, the candidate frame that has the highest selection rate (among the three possible candidates) for each scene will be elected as the representative keyframe for that particular video segment. Thereafter, assessing the visual similarity between the chosen frames and training images from those 103 pre-defined categories will be the basis for this purpose. The process to calculate their visual proximity is carried out in two stages. Initially, for each representative keyframe, the most visually similar sub-category will be identified among 10 candidates of each category. This is achieved by computing colour histograms in the RGB space for each representative keyframe in the first place. In the next stage, these computed histograms are compared against the generated list of cluster centroids (each cluster corresponds to one sub-category) in the previous stage.
The cluster with the minimum Euclidean distance to the keyframe produced histogram will be chosen as the delegate sub-category for that particular high-level semantic concept. This can significantly optimise the speed and efficiency of the algorithm by reducing the number of training images that the keyframes should be examined against.
In the second stage, all the training images belonging to that chosen sub-category are extracted to be compared pairwise against the keyframe. These bilateral comparisons are performed utilising their SIFT visual features. Consequently, SIFT features for all of the selected training images alongside the keyframe are extracted for visual resemblance testing. The obtained visual features from the keyframe are contrasted pairwise against those features retrieved from the elected sub-category to identify any potential matches between these two sets of data. Accordingly, an analogy value is computed for each pair (the keyframe and one of the selected training images), as shall now be described.
If Fr i and Im j denote the i th frame (i th scene) and the j th Image of a chosen sub-category respectively, the visual similarity ratio between them is calculated based on the equation below. 
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Consequently, in order to calculate the relevancy degree of a video scene to one of the predefined high-level concepts, the visual similarity value between the representative keyframe of that scene and all of the images belonging to the chosen sub-category (cluster) should be computed pairwise. Hence, the maximum generated similarity value will be assigned to the dependency score of the scene to that particular semantic concept as shown in Eq. (3). Thus, if the chosen cluster (sub-category) in category r has n images then the dependency score is calculated as below:
Eventually, the dependency scores between each scene and all of the 103 semantic concepts are computed based on the mentioned technique. As a result, a dependency matrix D is generated, which has 103 columns (one column per high-level concept) and m rows (m is the number of identified scenes in a movie), as shown in Eq. 4. Each row represents the conceptual category relevancy of a particular scene to all of the predefined conceptual categories in a format of a vector (Eq. 5).
Cat 1 ; Cat 2 ; …:; Cat 103 ð Þ ð 5Þ
User profiling
At this stage, in order to generate the customised summaries, user profiles should be created. These profiles contain information regarding the end-users' level of interest in any of those 103 high-level visual categories mentioned earlier. Per sub-category, one representative image is selected randomly from the training images database. Thereafter, each category is represented by 10 attached images (one from each sub-category) and end-users are asked to express their level of interest in any of these categories by scoring the displayed representative images as depicted in Fig. 5 . The users are required to score each category on a scale ranging from 0 to 10 based on their preferences and priorities toward the viewed semantic concept using the provided graphical user interface. The captured data can be stored in a form of a vector ranging from 1 to 103 as well (Eq. 5), where each element of the vector is used to represent an end-user's priority level in regards to one of the high-level concepts. Moreover, these generated vectors can be utilised in the following stage for understanding a particular user's degree of interest in regards to a video scene.
Determining users' priorities towards scenes
According to the method explained in section 3.2.2, a relevancy matrix is built for each movie where each row of data demonstrates the dependency level of a video scene to one of the 103 pre-defined concepts. In order to discover the priorities of the users regarding different scenes, as was mentioned earlier, firstly, each row should be extracted in the form of a vector. This retrieved data should be combined with the obtained user profiles in the next step to develop the required input for tailoring the video abstracts. This data fusion can be achieved by producing the dot product of a scene dependency vector and a user's profile vector as shown in Eq. (6). Accordingly, If S ! and U ! denote the vectors built from the scenes dependency scores and users' profile respectively then, SS n computes the relevancy grade of the n th scene of a movie for a specific user profile:
Using the mentioned method, a singular value is computed for each scene which translates the priorities that a user has towards that video segment in comparison to the others. Finally, per user and movie, a border is constituted, whose length is equal to the number of identified video scenes. The elements of this border (calculated dot products) can be used for prioritising the video scenes.
Prioritising video scenes
At this stage, the priority levels are assigned to video scenes based on their achieved scores. The higher the score is, the more the viewer is interested in a specific video scene. Thus, the generated results in the previous stage are sorted in a descending manner. The scenes whose grades are located in the first quarter of the sorted list are given priority level two, while those in the second quarter are attributed the priority level one; the rest of the scenes are all marked as level 0 (the lowest degree of importance).
Updating the initial frame scores
In this phase, the primary generated average scores of the frames, assigned by the video scorers and averaged over the number of operators are updated on the basis of approach introduced in our previous work [7] . Thus, based on the computed priority level for each video segment for a particular user, the primary average scores are updated. The scores of frames belonging to the scenes with level 0 of interest will not be altered at all. However, in the scenes with a level one priority (those scenes located in the second quarter of scenes' relevancy scores list), the grades for the frames whose primary assigned scores are the highest among the frames of that scene will be increased by 20 % (up to a maximum value of 12). This will potentially increase their probability of inclusion of the most significant video frames belonging to those scenes into the final video abstract. As a result, it will affect positively on the Recall and Precision of the generated abstracts. The updated grade for the frames belonging to the scenes with the highest level of priority for a particular end-user will be recalculated in a different format. These are the scenes whose dependency scores are in the first quartile of the computed relevancy scores list. The grades for the frames, which initially were scored the highest in each scene, will be upgraded to the maximum possible value (12) . In fact, this would escalate the chance of definite inclusion of the highest quality segments of those particular scenes (with level two priority) in the final summary. However, the marks for the frames of those scenes whose scores are not the highest but nonetheless manage to exceed the respective scene's average scores will also be boosted by 20 % as well (again, up to a maximum of 12).
Generating the personalised summaries
In the final step, the personalised video summaries are produced based on the updated frames scores in the last stage. In keeping with our former suggested summarisation method based on group scoring [6] , the highest scored frames alongside the audio and textual content are selected and inserted into the final video digest. In next section we undertake an experimental evaluation to compare the quality of generated summaries based on our recent approach against those produced by three automatic tools and our previous recommended summarisation technique [7] .
Experimental evaluation
The effectiveness of our proposed algorithm will be evaluated in two different stages. Initially, video experts score the frames and select the representative keyframe based on the process explained in our previous approach [7] . Afterwards, the participants are used for profile creation tasks based on the suggested algorithm in this work. In addition, the same group of participants is required for generation of video abstracts based on the suggested technique in [8] . This is due to our desire to compare the results from the currently proposed technique against those from our previously suggested approach [8] . The experimental process is explained thoroughly below.
Frame scoring and scene enrichment
Six short videos (2 min each) belonging to a different video genre (Movie, Sport, Documentary, Advertisement, Music and News) were utilised for the evaluation purpose of our proposed method. . In the initial phase, 10 video experts (audio visual production professionals) with different demographic details (five females and five males within an age range of 25-45 years old) were asked to watch each video and score the frames using the provided slider tool depicted in Fig. 2 . In addition, at the same time, they are also asked to annotate the video segments and to choose the representative keyframe of each scene based on the method proposed in [7] . Here however, the video experts are not required to annotate the scenes with audio-visual tags, since, we are comparing the results from this technique against the former one; the experts are asked to score and annotate the videos only once to avoid repetition. This is due to the fact that, the single output from this stage can be effectively utilised for both summarisation approaches. The assigned scores for each frame were then averaged to generate a singular value for that frame according to the method detailed in [6] .
Users' profiling and priorities extraction
In this stage, we discover the priorities of 30 end-users (15 females and 15 males within an age range of 24-60 years old) towards the different scenes of each video using the proposed method described in [8] . It should be reminded that these participants are different to those who annotated the original videos. Based on the previous method, the users have to explicitly express their level of interest towards each video scene for personalisation purposes; video summaries are then generated accordingly. Later, the same group of participants is employed for profiling purposes. In keeping with the method explained in section 3.2.3, they are asked to score their level of interest in representative images (from the image database) from the high level categories. Therefore, by applying this technique a generic profile is built for each enduser based on his/her degree of interest in each high-level visual category. Summary versions for the same video clips are then generated employing our novel summarisation technique.
Evaluation of generated summaries
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our personalised video summarisation approach, the generated summaries using the method described in this paper have been compared against the abstracts generated based on four other approaches. Three of these tools summarise the videos automatically by applying statistical and mathematical algorithms, while the fourth tool is based on our former semi-automatic personalised video summarisation approach (proposed in [7] ). In the first technique [43] , summarisation is based on audio-visual analysis. Shots are semantically measured using semantic audio importance analysis. This is complemented by face and text importance detection. Hence, other factors including camera motion, object motion and temporal motion coherence are also taken into account to build a semantic shot importance model. In the second method [10] , the saliency of auditory, visual and textual information is analysed separately and integrated into a multi-modal saliency curve. Then, the most salient audio and video sub-clips based on a predefined skimming percentage are chosen for inclusion in the final summary. However, in the third system [2] , low-level visual features are adopted solely for abstraction purposes. The similarity between adjacent frames, face region, and frame saliency are computed to analyse the spatiotemporal saliency in a video clip.
The spatial saliency is calculated based on ltti saliency and local entropy of the video and face detection measurement using the Viola Jones algorithm.
The six original videos alongside their five summary versions created by the five existing tools (including the personalised summaries generated for each specific user using the currently proposed technique) were presented to the same 30 end-users on the basis of whose inputs their personalised summaries were created. After watching the original video and the summaries, users were asked to score each of the generated abstracts awarding marks between 0 (worst video summary possible) to 10 (best video summary possible), from four different perspectives consisting of Recall (Re), Precision (Pe), Timing (Ti) and Overall Satisfaction (OS). Recall measures the extent to which the generated summaries reflect all the existing scenes from the original videos. Precision evaluates the ability of the generated summaries to include the most important scenes of the initial videos into the summaries. In addition, Timing is used to explain the level of temporal proximity of the built abstracts to the required summary length (in our particular case -to generate summaries of exactly 30s long). Finally, Overall Satisfaction as the most important metric, represents the extent to which the end users are satisfied with the summaries from different points of views, namely visual and aural coherency, continuity and adjustability.
The given scores for each of these measures were averaged over the 30 users and their mean values for each of the video categories are given in Table 2 . S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 indicate the average achieved scores (alongside the standard deviation) by, respectively, the first, second, third, fourth and our currently proposed personalised video abstraction techniques.
Our current technique (S5 in Table 2 ) has the highest scores from the Overall Satisfaction point of view across all six video categories, while the quality of its generated summaries is still significantly better than those produced with semi-automatic tool. In addition, S5 was ranked the highest in terms of Precision (corresponding to the effectiveness of an approach in regard to generation of personalised results) on three categories while it only came second to our previous method (S4) in respect of the other three (Sport, News and Music). Moreover, the achieved scores for Recall among all six categories have improved significantly in comparison to our previous algorithm.
Results
In this segment, we try to analyse the effectiveness of our proposed video summarisation approach from the four identified perspectives. We start our analysis by evaluating the Recall rate in the next section.
Recall
As Fig. 6 shows, the Recall score has improved significantly for our novel video summarisation approach comparing to our previously recommended techniques [5, 6] . This algorithm managed to exceed the average scores achieved by the other four tools across all the video categories. In addition, for three video categories (Movies, Advertisement and Music Video) the highest scores for this metric obtained by our latest technique. The justification for this growth can be attributed to the employed mechanism for updating the frame scores in our recent method. Since frames scores (a group of them) for half of the video scenes will be upgraded automatically, the possibility of different video scenes to have representative segments into the final summary will be boosted noticeably. Therefore, more segments of the video can be potentially covered in the final summary. This is due to the fact that in the frames selection process in the summary generation step, those frames with higher average scores are first in the queue to be elected and this will give a more number of scenes representative keyframes with higher scores. On the other hand, based on our last technique, scores will be updated for the frames that belong to those segments in which the end-users have explicitly expressed their interest in. The less the viewers are interested in various video scenes, the less frames scores will be altered. Therefore, fewer video scenes will have delegate frames incorporated in the final summary.
Precision
As can be seen in Fig. 7 , our novel method obtained the highest scores in three out of six video genres, whilst in the other three categories the obtained scores are higher than the average grades of the other four systems. Our recommended algorithm in [8] attained better results in terms of this metric for the News, Sport and Music Video categories. This can be justified in accordance to the nature of these three types of video. Accordingly, the first factor is due to inability of our algorithm to distinguish the endusers' priorities towards the different events in a context of a sport match. For instance, our current technique is not capable to identify the priorities of a user towards numerous events happening in a football match such as foul, goal scoring scene, etc. Additionally, the lack of a mechanism to incorporate auditory information (essential for the News and Music videos) for personalisation purposes has reduced the Precision scores for News genre. Therefore, the scores of thosee frames belonging to the scenes that should be ranked higher due to their auditory content will not be updated. However, since the video experts in the first stage have scored the video frames using all available modalities (audio, visual and textual) this minimises the risk of missing the most valuable segments in the final summary. Moreover one should also bear in mind, the significant amount of reduced time and cost using the generic user profiles (instead of employing viewers to score scenes) for personalisation.
Timing
Just like our former technique, this method has also produced the summaries that fulfill the pre-determined Time constraint Strictly (i.e., the generated summaries should be each exactly 30s long). As can be seen on Fig. 8 , the only other system that could respect this requirement is our previously suggested approach.
Overall satisfaction
The most important measure for assessing the effectiveness of a video summarisation technique will be investigated in this section. Figure 9 graphically depicts the Overall Satisfaction metric with the quality of the generated summaries obtained using the current approach when compared with methods S1-S4. As can be seen, the highest results for this index have been obtained by our novel algorithm (S5). In addition, the highest scores achieved by the other four tools all belong to S4 (our previous technique), as is shown. This can be explained based on the fact that the combinational scores of Recall and Precision are more balanced in our more recent attempt. . In spite of our previous algorithm obtaining better results for a number of video categories, the ability of the new technique to cover larger segments of the video affected the participants positively in terms of their overall perceived quality of the video. Moreover, another influential factor in the achievement of better outcomes can be due to the fact that the participants' level of involvement in the generated summaries has been reduced significantly in the current algorithm. 
Statistical validation
We further analysed our results through a t-test [45] . The Overall Satisfaction results as the main indicator were compared pairwise against the achieved scores of the other four systems and the results are displayed in Table 3 . The outcome of this test highlights statistically significant differences (at the p = 0.05 level) between the scores obtained by S5 (our new tool) and the other four summarisation systems for the mentioned measure across all categories.
Conclusion and future work
In this work, a new method for producing personalised video summaries has been proposed. Accordingly, SIFT visual features were adopted to identify the video scenes' semantic categories. Fusing this retrieved data with pre-built users' profiles, personalised video abstracts can be created. We recognize that our approach has some limitations. The dataset could be considered too small. In addition, a simple histogram difference is generally not good enough for contentbased differentiation (i.e., categorization). Furthermore, a pre-selected number of content/ concept categories will impose more limitations to our work. Finally, scoring the frames by video operators or selecting the potential keyframes for each scene requires costly human input upfront. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, experimental results indicate the effectiveness of this approach in delivering superior outcomes comparing to our previously proposed method and three other automatic summarisation tools. However, user profiles were formed based on their assigned scores to each high-level semantic concept. As a result, the personalisation of video abstracts was carried out by considering solely visual information (no audio-textual data), which can deteriorate the effectiveness of our personalised video summarisation approach. Accordingly, creating profiles for the viewers based on different information resources (audio, visual and textual) and trying to integrate them with different modalities retrieved data from input video sequence represents a direction for future research. Increasing the number of highlevel semantic concepts represents another. Machine learning could also be used to mitigate the upfront human effort involved in scoring frames. Indeed, future work may explore the impact, in respect of scale, datasets, and user expertise, that human scoring has on the generation of video abstracts and further validate the robustness of our approach.
In our work, matching between key-frame and training images is achieved via direct matching of SIFTs; instead, vector quantization, or a BOVW model could be adopted to accelerate this process in future work. In addition, clusterization statistics could help in the evaluation phase instead of colour-based clustering. Finally, preselecting a number of predefined categories (concepts) is a potential limitation which could be mitigated by using machine learning techniques. All are worthwhile pursuits for future endeavours.
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